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Stillman Development International has unveiled their ambitious renovation plans for one of 
New York City’s oldest theaters. Located at 215 West 42nd Street, Times Square Theater was 
originally constructed in 1920 by Italian architect Eugene de Rosa who designed several 
performance centers in both Manhattan and Staten Island. 
 
Today, developers intend to re-purpose the 43,000-square-foot theater for retail use. This            
comes with support from the City’s Economic Development Corporation (EDC) and the Historic             
Preservation Committee (HPC). 
Described as an experiential retail center, design efforts are primarily focused on the             
rehabilitation of the theater’s interior neoclassical motifs, a heavily decorated proscenium arch,            
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and a grand dome decorated in plaster relief. Phasing of the complex restoration involves              
raising the facade by almost five feet and temporarily removing historic plaster elements that will               
be restored off-site and then re-installed. 
 
The renovation project was meticulously designed by Beyer Blinder Belle Architects who sought             
to honor the theatre’s original architecture, while incorporating contemporary elements. To that            
effect, the final property will include two outdoor terraces on the third and fourth floors, 20-foot                
ceilings, and a dramatic glass box overhang. 
 
Stillman Development International also partnered with non-profit entity The New 42nd Street,            
which was established in 1990 by New York State and New York City agencies. The               
organization oversees cultural revival of the aging historic theaters on 42nd Street between 7th              
and 8th Avenues. 
 
“We have an enormous responsibility to reinvent an architectural masterpiece and return it to its               
splendor,” said Roy Stillman, President of Stillman Development International. “We take great            
pride in working alongside a myriad of talent to achieve our vision to make the Times Square                 
Theater a vibrant destination.” 
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